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Chapter 1 – Introduction

“The general who wins the battle makes many calcula-

tions in his temple before the battle is fought. The gen-

eral who loses makes but few calculations beforehand.”

- Sun Tzu

The use of semi tractor-trailers to move large amounts of goods from one place

to another is the backbone of the economy in developed nations. In the United

States, over 70% of all transportation of commercial goods was conducted by truck,

dwarfing all other forms of freight transportation [2]. Trucking companies face the

complex problem of routing their vehicles in such a way that they complete their

contracted deliveries on-time, while consuming minimal fuel and other resources.

Fuel e�ciency of individual vehicles has steadily increased in recent years, due to

a high amount of research attention to aerodynamics and fuel e�cient designs [19,

24, 62]. This, however, only addresses one side of the problem, and ignores any

interactions that could occur because of the delivery task assignment process. If a

company poorly assigns these delivery tasks to vehicles in its fleet, a large amount

of fuel can be wasted by vehicles traveling “empty miles”—miles traveled where

a vehicle has no cargo [27]. Even though each vehicle may consume less fuel per

mile, the fleet as a whole could be wasting large amounts of fuel on unnecessary

travel. Previous work on this subject centers around the Vehicle Routing Problem
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(VRP).

The VRP addresses the need to minimize the resources consumed in a road-

vehicle-based logistics environment [14]. The original VRP creates a static cus-

tomer set with a set of demands for a single good that must be satisfied by a single

depot to the customer set. Each customer typically has a set window of time within

which they will accept deliveries. Solutions to the VRP typically seek to minimize

the number of vehicles necessary to complete the delivery set [14], though other

metrics such as cost of making the required deliveries have been used as well [10].

The VRP, in the original formulation, is a clear extension of the Travelling

Salesman Problem [36], a well known NP-hard combinatorial optimization prob-

lem. The VRP reformulates the problem in such a way that it is appropriate for

study within the realm of logistics, but in keeping close ties to its predecessor, the

original VRP formulation leaves out an incredible amount of real-world applica-

bility concerns. In addition, the scope of the problem is so narrow that it only

applies to a very small subset of real-world logistics problems.

The VRP assumes a single depot that supplies a single type of goods to a static

set of customers. This situation is ignorant of reality. In a more realistic case, the

depot would both be a source for deliveries to a changing set of customers, as well

as a destination for deliveries from primary suppliers, and may handle multiple

types of goods. Additionally, with the advent of third-party logistics companies,

many times there is no singular “depot”, and instead there are just a series of

customers with demand for some goods that must be delivered and a supply of

others that must be taken to another customer. The combinations and possibilities
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here are as endless as the real world itself.

Even ignoring the di↵erent circumstances that may change the VRP, there

are a number of considerations that completely escape the scope of the problem

formulation. The problem typically takes place assuming flat, tra�cless roads with

no required stops. The real world does not resemble this at all; it is a tangled mess

of roadways with toll booths, weighing stations, police o�cers, reckless drivers and

accidents, and even farm equipment sharing the roadways. Drivers must sleep,

trucks must be refueled or undergo maintenance. Rain, snow, sleet, hail, and the

odd strike or protest can additionally a↵ect the real progress of a logistics carrier.

It is necessary that much of this must be ignored in order to create a tractable

problem that one might address using engineering techniques.

The original formulation of the VRP o↵ers an NP-hard combinatorial opti-

mization problem [26, 28] that has spawned decades of research, in which many

di↵erent solution methods have been developed. The amount of e↵ort directed

at the problem speaks to its central importance within the realm of managing a

logistics or distribution system.

Algorithms that solve the classic VRP typically fall into one of three categories:

route construction, local search, or metaheuristics [20]. Each of these solution

types are typically nonadaptive and centralized, and require full observability of

the system. The solutions also have very little generalizability, and solving a new

problem instance will take as long as solving the first, even if the two are very

similar [20].

In addition to the development of various di↵erent types of solution meth-
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ods, the classic VRP has been extended multiple times to include more realistic

demands. One example includes soft time windows to the classic formulation,

where a delivery may be made outside of the desired time, with a penalty assessed

proportional to the time the delivery is outside of the desired window [20, 33].

Other extensions allow for the inclusion of multiple depots from which deliver-

ies may originate [35, 51], backhauls that must be made in which the customers

have goods to deliver to the depot [30], simultaneous pickups and deliveries for

back hauls [18,39], heterogeneous vehicles [55], and time-varying travel speed [44].

Each of these extensions incorporates an additional level of realism into the prob-

lem, but by treating them individually, each also leaves out the contributions of

the other problem formulations, as well as any of the other concerns that might

contribute to a more realistic problem formulation.

In collaboration with an industry partner, we identified key extensions to the

VRP that best embody the day-to-day operation of a truckload or less-than-

truckload carrier [38]. These extensions include (i) a fixed fleet size, (ii) soft time

windows, (iii) heterogeneous vehicles, and (iv) multiple depots, which we expand

such that each customer acts as a depot, creating a point-to-point delivery prob-

lem. We include all four of these extensions in the domain considered in this work.

We also include a novel extension of the VRP: (v) an elective, non-linear tradeo↵

between travel time and fuel expenditures.

The tradeo↵ between travel time and travel cost serves to model that in many

cases, there are multiple routes from one location to another that trade between

time e�ciency and fuel e�ciency: very often a more fuel e�cient route may be
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available, and simply take more time to traverse.

These five extensions have each been studied individually—with the exception

of (v)—and solution strategies have been identified and developed. However, the

solutions for each of these problems individually are unfit for application to the

additional complications o↵ered by the inclusion of the other extensions. By incor-

porating all five extensions into a single realization of the VRP, which we simply

term the Fleet Coordination Problem—FCP—we create a domain that seeks to

embody the day-to-day operations of a truckload or less-than-truckload carrier,

but as a tradeo↵, it is quite complex, and we have to use a number of solution

techniques to overcome this complexity.

Traditional optimization solutions like route construction or local optimization,

while attaining favorable results in many variations of the VRP, have a number of

significant challenges to overcome in this domain. Attempting to optimize globally

leads to a number of parameters and possible solutions that is extremely large, and

the types of heuristics that might be used would need to be developed to augment

the heuristics commonly in use today to accomodate the additional complexity.

Stochastic search methods and metaheuristics su↵er from similar problems,

though it is possible to distribute the problem such that only local information

is needed for the stochastic search to take place. However, the problem in either

can case become intractable because of either too large of a search space (if global

information is used) or a lack of big-picture understanding about how the local

decisions a↵ected the global performance, which are concerns that need to be

faced.
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To address these issues, we first applied a distributed, adaptive, agent-population-

based learning approach to the problem. Even this proved to have significant prob-

lems in attaining acceptable performance, so we used two techniques to make the

problem tractable: transfer learning, and problem decomposition to allow coevo-

lution.

At the most basic, transfer learning is a technique that can take advantage of

the presence of similarities between multiple instances of the same problem domain

to boost performance in a previously unseen problem instance. This was succinctly

demonstrated within [11], wherein an autonomous program drove a virtual race

car through a series of tracks. When presented with a track that it had not seen

before, it was still capable of completing the track successfully.

Transfer learning does not have to be limited to instances of the same task,

however, and can also be used to generalize across di↵erent tasks. This has been

done in sub-tasks related to Robot Soccer, wherein agents trained on one training

task performed better on a related task than one with no previous experience. In

some cases there were no significant di↵erences between the tasks, while in other

cases, a significant step up in task di�culty was seen [60].

Transfer from one domain to a di↵erent domain has also been utilized, to great

e↵ect. In 2007, Taylor and Stone showed that transfer learning is possible amongst

domains that are as loosely connected as being games in which a physical position

is the most important governing factor [56].

Taylor, Whiteson and Stone also showed in 2006 that it is possible to trans-

fer from domains of di↵erent complexity levels using neural networks [58]. They
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successfully used a policy trained on 3v2 agent keepaway for use in a 4v3 agent

keepaway setting, after minimal modifications. This training cut more than half

of the required training time to reach a predetermined benchmark level of perfor-

mance in some cases.

It is possible to use transfer learning for even broader uses than simply scaling

up a domain. In [57], Taylor and Stone note: “Sutton et al. (2007) motivate this

approach to transfer by suggesting that a single large task may be most appropri-

ately tackled as a sequential series of subtasks.” This is exactly the approach that

we take; we decompose the target FCP into a series of subtasks and learn those

tasks first before tacklink the larger FCP.

By decomposing the responsibilities of an individual agent, we allow these re-

sponsibilities to be developed in separate source environments, allowing the agents

to learn both what types of deliveries they should bid highly on as well as the rate

of travel they should adopt between locations. By learning these two responsibili-

ties on an individual level, the fleet learns to coordinate as a whole such that the

number of “empty miles” and otherwise wasted fuel is reduced.

The major contributions of this work are to:

• Incorporate multiple distinct extensions of the Vehicle Routing Problem into

a complex Fleet Coordination Problem

• Provide a distributed, adaptive solution strategy to the Fleet Coordination

Problem

• Show that transfer learning allows agents trained sequentially in separate
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simple source problems to reduce required training time in the FCP by an

order of magnitude

• Show that agents continue to learn through coevolution in the FCP

• Demonstrate robustness to calculation approximations and partial loss of

transferred information

• Show robustness to a simulated tra�c distribution that both increases fuel

expenditures and decreases rate of travel

• Show that our solution strategy produces near-optimal solutions in a simple

case where the optimal is calculable

The remainder of this work is organized as follows: Chapter 2 addresses back-

ground involving the VRP, transfer learning, evolutionary algorithms, and coevo-

lution. Chapter 3 provides a complete description of the novel Fleet Coordination

Problem addresssed in this work. Chapter 4 provides a treatment of the exper-

imental methods and algorithms used in this work, including a full description

of the source problems used. Chapter 5 contains the experimental results of this

work, which show significant gains through using transfer learning in the FCP,

even in the presence of calculation approximations or information loss. Chapter 6

draws conclusions from this work and addresses future research directions.
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Chapter 2 – Background

“Thus, what enables the wise sovereign and the good

general to strike and conquer, and achieve things beyond

the reach of ordinary men, is foreknowledge.” - Sun Tzu

In Section 2.1, we define the Vehicle Routing Problem and describe a number

of previously studied extensions to the VRP. In Section 2.2–2.4, we describe the

common categories of solution strategies for the VRP and some specific examples.

In Section 2.5 we provide the relevant background on transfer learning and its

previous use in various domains. Section 2.6 provides background on coevolution.

2.1 Vehicle Routing Problem

A classic version of the VRP is formalized as:

Definition 1 : VRP The classic Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP)

consists of a depot D and a set of nV homogeneous vehicles V “

tv1, v2, ..., vnV u with a common maximum load Q
max

and maximum

route length L
max

. These vehicles must service a set of nC customers

C “ tc1, c2, ..., cnCu with demand q
i

P N for a good provided by depot

D. Each customer must be serviced by exactly one vehicle, and each

vehicle must return to the depot at the end of its route. The goal is to
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minimize the number of vehicles nV required to service all customer

demand [14,51].

Early approaches to the VRP included three primary methods. Direct solution

approaches were only viable for small problems, while heuristic methods and meth-

ods based on the Traveling Salesman Problem were able to handle larger problem

instances [14]. Since the development of these early solution strategies, work in

the VRP has both focused on incorporating realistic extensions to the VRP as well

as finding new solution strategies.

Two simple extensions include the Vehicle Routing Problem with Hard Time

Windows and Vehicle Routing Problem with Soft TimeWindows. These extensions

add time bounds within which each customer may be serviced. In the case of

hard time windows, no early or late deliveries are allowed. In the case of soft

time windows, these deliveries are allowed, but are penalized proportionally to

the deviation from the prescribed time window [20]. These variations increase

the problem complexity significantly, and are readily incorporated into other VRP

variations. Most VRP implementations use hard time windows as an implied

constraint unless explicitly stated otherwise.

Two other extensions to the VRP include the Vehicle Routing Problem with

Backhauling (VRPB) which provides each customer with a supply s
i

P N that

must be hauled back to its originating depot, and the Vehicle Routing Problem

with Simultaneous Pickups and Deliveries, which is a form of the VRPB in which

the dropo↵ of the demanded goods and the pickup of the supplied goods must occur

simultaneously (in order to minimize loading e↵ort on the part of the customer) [18,
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30]. These extensions are typically not incorporated into other variations on the

VRP.

Another variant of the VRP is the use of heterogeneous, fixed-size fleets [55]. In

this formulation, a fixed number of multiple types of vehicles is available to deliver

goods to customers. Each di↵erent vehicle type has a unique maximum capacity

and cost per unit distance traveled.

One final notable extension is the Vehicle Routing Problem with Multiple De-

pots, which changes the single depot D into a set of depots D “ td1, d2, ..., dnDu.

One notable treatment of this problem was carried out by Léauté et. al, who

framed the problem as a Distributed Constrained Optimization Problem (DCOP)

using various modern techniques to solve the DCOP such as SynchBB, DPOP,

and P-DPOP before solving the resulting VRPs with a locally centralized con-

troller [35].

In this work, we incorporate many of these extensions into a single problem

domain. The FCP uses soft time windows, a heterogeneous fixed fleet, and as

many depots as customers (creating a point-to-point delivery problem) as well as

incorporating an extension not found in the literature: an elective tradeo↵ between

travel speed and travel cost. The FCP is detailed further in Chapter 3.

The solution strategies for various versions of the VRP have a number of short-

comings. Many of the solutions are not generalizable from one problem type to

another (though some special circumstances do exist where solutions from one

problem type can be generalized to another, e.g. solutions to the VRP with soft

time windows can be used for the VRP with hard time windows if the penalty
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for early or late service is high enough), or even one problem instance to another

of the same type [20]. Additionally, many of the algorithms are centralized, and

require full system observability for calculations.

Decentralized solution strategies have been used to address some variations of

the VRP [3,35,51]. Of these, however, some solve the problem using decentralized

coordination, while others merely divide the problem into smaller VRPs and solve

each of these with a localized controller [35].

Possibly the most useful categorization of solution types to the FCP breaks the

solutions developed into three di↵erent categories:

1. Construction Heuristics

2. Local Search Heuristics

3. Metaheuristics

Construction heuristics simply follow a set of rules to construct the routes

the vehicles will take; local search heuristics typically alter constructed routes;

metaheuristics are a broad category of solution strategies that are typically more

computationally demanding. These are discussed in turn in the following sections.

2.2 Construction Heuristics

Construction Heuristics solve the VRP by building partial routes, one customer

at a time, and assembling these together to form routes. Possibly the best known

of these heuristics was developed by Clarke and Wright [15]. In this, the broad
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problem is first broken up into clusters, and then the Travelling Salesman Problem

is performed on each set of points; with enough clusters, the optimal TSP solu-

tions can be found. Expanding upon this work, similar techniques were used by

Solomon [52].

Construction heuristics typically fall into either the broad umbrella of parallel

or sequential heuristics. In the parallel case, multiple routes are constructed si-

multaneously, where the sequential heuristics limit themselves to constructing one

route at a time. Most modern treatments of the VRP do not limit themselves to

construction heuristics, and instead will incorporate a local search after the route

construction [49].

2.3 Local Search Heuristics

Local search heuristics take an input of a feasible solution, and slightly change

the solution (while ensuring it remains feasible) to improve solution quality. As

the initial solution typically results from a construction heuristic, these methods

typically take more computation time. These have taken many di↵erent forms,

but their defining trait is that the changes are small and localized [6,32,49]. Some

heuristics focus on eliminating places that paths cross, some attempt to exchange

a delivery in one route to another, and some allow for trading deliveries between

routes, seeking to improve both simultaneously. In some cases, if a penalty is

applied to infeasable solutions (penalizing for customers that are not serviced) a

local search algorithm can be used to construct a solution from scratch, without
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the need of a construction heuristic [32].

2.4 Metaheuristics and Adaptive Solution Methods

Metaheuristics are an expansive category that sometimes strays far from that

of local search, though sometimes the distinction is less clear. Some notable meta-

heuristic methods include simulated annealing [8, 17, 21, 65], tabu search [61, 66],

ant colony optimization [4,9,22,48], particle swarm optimization [13,31,37,45] and

genetic and evolutionary algorithms [28,46].

2.4.1 Simulated Annealing

“Simulated annealing” is a process that forms an analogy to the physical process

of annealing. In physical annealing, a material is heated to a high temperature,

and gradually cooled such that the material is allowed to settle into a low-energy

state, typically characterized by high organization and strength properties [8].

Similarly in optimization, simulated annealing seeks to find solutions that are

of high organization and strength to disturbance. The utility of the solution (which

is to be maximized) can be thought of as an analogy to the internal energy of the

physical material (which is to be minimized) [40].

As the state is perturbed slightly, this “energy” is measured, and the new

system state is accepted if it is of lower energy. If it is of higher energy, it is

accepted with a probability proportional to a parameter called temperature, which
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is slowly reduced over the cycle of computation. The schedule by which the cooling

occurs is a parameter that typically a↵ects resultant algorithm performance to a

high degree [17].

2.4.2 Tabu Search

“Tabu search” is a method that is essentially the same as a local search method,

with the exception that it forbids the visitation of recently-visited solution vari-

ations. This serves to force the algorithm out of local minima, and encourages

the exploration of other areas of the search space. When in discrete combinato-

rial problems, like the VRP, it can perform well [66], but continuous domains can

cause problems with the definition of exactly what a forbidden region is; some

area around a previously visited point must be forbidden, and the size of this

area typically must be defined by a designer, or significant computation time is

necessary [61].

Tabu searches, like most metaheuristics, have varying levels of complexity that

are largely controlled by the designer. Lean tabu searches are the most popular

and e↵ective today, though lean approaches from the past have sometimes had

significant oversights [16]. Many tabu search methods have a high number of used-

controlled parameters, however, which can lead to a variety of problems, including

a false reduction of search space size caused by experimentally choosing parameters

on the same data as is used for testing [34].
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2.4.3 Ant Optimization

“Ant optimization”, is a type of optimization that is centralized around the

concept of using stigmergy, wherein a series of solutions is developed using a “col-

lective memory” that is common to all the solutions and some type of heuristic.

Once these solutions are developed, the “collective memory” is biased toward the

better solutions. Over the course of many iterations, this memory value will build

up around the best of the available solutions, guiding the system toward a favorable

solution [48].

The way that Ant Colony Optimization works in the VRP is as follows: an ant

starts at the depot, and proceeds to a nearby customer with a probability based

on both the amount of “pheremones” on that trail, and the inverse of the distance

to that customer. The ant repeats this process until a vehicle tracing the ant’s

path would have no more capacity for deliveries, at which point it returns to the

depot, and then proceeds by selecting another customer not yet visited. The ant

leaves additional pheremones upon the trails that it traverses, for future ants. One

ant completes its path, visiting all customers, before the next ant begins its path.

The pheremones left behind decay with the number of ants, so that a pheremone

left late in an ant’s journey does not have more e↵ect than one left early in the

journey [5].

The Ant Colony System has been used as a method for decomposing multiob-

jective treatments of the VRP, such that each ant colony only has to consider a

single objective as it lays pheremone trails [4,22]. By properly tuning the rates that
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these pheremone trails are created and eliminated, this method attains solutions

that are suitable on both multiple metrics simultaneously. Multiple independently-

acting ant colonies have also been suggested as a way of alleviating some scaling

issues experienced by Ant Optimzation [5].

2.4.4 Particle Swarm Optimization

“Particle Swarm Optimization” (PSO) is a technique in which a group of so-

lutions is randomly generated, and then iteratively “move” throughout the space

of parameters that describe the solutions, being “pulled” both toward their pre-

vious personal best position, as well as the current global best position. It was

originally proposed by Kennedy in 1995 [31], and has been applied numerous times

to the VRP [13, 37, 45, 53]. It bears the advantage of not needing to calculate a

gradient of the function to minimize, and typically uses very simple mathematical

computations.

It works by taking each solution (particle) within a population (swarm) and

changing the parameters that define it to be closer to its best-discovered parame-

ters, and then toward the global-best current set of parameters. By iterating this

process many times, the solutions explore the parameter space, while being biased

toward higher solution quality, leading to a steady improvement in the resultant

solutions. In some implementations, the move toward the global-best is reduced

to a move to the best solution within a local neighborhood.

Various techniques for smoothing the performance of this method over rough
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objective functions exist, including the use of a “momentum” term, which causes

a particle to maintain some inertia in the previous direction it was moving. Ad-

ditionally, the tradeo↵ between self-reliance and social-reliance can be controlled

through a pair of parameters that multiply the e↵ect of each of these influences [64].

2.4.5 Evolutionary Algorithms

“Evolutionary algorithms” is the broadest category that we discuss here. An

evolutionary algorithm is characterized by a population of candidate solutions (in-

dividuals). Each of these individuals carries a complete set of parameters necessary

to describe a solution, and are initially generated randomly. After testing each of

the individuals in a simulated environment and assigning a scalar fitness value

to each individual, the algorithm proceeds by selecting those that will “survive”,

and those that will be eliminated. To replace the eliminated solutions, surviving

individuals are replicated, and mutated slightly to produce new individuals that

are nearby within the solution space [42, 43]. Through repeating this process over

many generations, the population is biased toward areas of the solution space that

result in higher quality system performance.

Evolutionary algorithms are criticized for being computationally expensive.

This can be true compared to many of the other algorithms discussed here, but

the computation expense can vary widely between di↵erent evolutionary algo-

rithms [63].

The computational complexity of an evolutionary algorithm is directly re-
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lated to the number of parameters required to describe an individual [63], so the

choices made by the system designer in the use of an evolutionary algorithm are

paramount. Intelligently decomposing the problem such that smaller sub-problems

can be solved, resulting in favorable system behavior is one way of reducing compu-

tational complexity [42, 63]. Another way is by developing smaller computational

units and combining them with an evolutionary method [23, 29]. One additional

method for reducing the computation time of an evolutionary algorithm is the use

of transfer learning, in which an individual or population is trained in a “source”

environment and then applied to a “target” environment [25, 41].

Each of these methods seeks to simplify the external environment or the internal

model of an agent in order to make the evolutionary computation less intensive.

Two of these methods, transfer learning and coevolution, bear significantly on this

work and are described in the following sections.

2.5 Transfer Learning

Given the complexity of the FCP formulation, any attempt at using a construc-

tion heuristic or local search heuristic would require the defining of new heuristics

to address the additional extensions, especially the variable rate-of-travel. The

metaheuristics show promise in being able to address these concerns, though the

continuous action space associated with the variable rate-of-travel could lend prob-

lems to the implementation of some, like simulated annealing or ant colony opti-

mization.
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To this end, we identified evolutionary algorithms as one metaheuristic that

showed promise. One additional benefit o↵ered by evolutionary algorithms over the

other metaheuristics was that, if designed properly, the solutions could generalize

across problem instances.

A centralized evolutionary method that simultaneously controls all of the ve-

hicles associated with an FCP instance would be very complex, with an extremely

large solution space.

An adaptive, multiagent approach, on the other hand, could break the problem

up such that local information could be used for agent decisions. In such an

approach, an agent would sense information about its environment, reason based

on that information, and take some action, seeking to maximize a system utility

measure. By using many such agents, we create a multiagent setting which allows

for an e↵ectively decentralized approach with minimal communication between

agents. Using adaptive agents can also allow the use of transfer learning (TL)

to leverage experience gained in one problem instance to increase performance in

another problem instance [11,12].

Transfer learning takes various forms, but the unifying principle is that learning

in a “source” domain that is somehow related to the “target” domain can boost

performance in the target domain, even though the algorithm has never seen the

target domain.

At its simplest, transfer learning can allow an agent that takes actions based

only on local state information to use the same policy in a di↵erent instance of an

identically-formulated problems [59]. However, transfer learning can also be lever-
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aged to use a simple training domain, or “source” to boost performance in a more

complex problem domain, or “target”, as long as the policies can be represented in

a similar manner in both cases, and the experience gained in the source problem

is valuable in the target problem. This can either be done with a direct policy

transfer [11], or through some explicit mapping [58].

An agent trained on source problems similar to the target problem will gain

benefits in performance, training speed or trainability in the target domain, but

agents trained on a random or unrelated task will not gain any performance ben-

efits, and may in fact be hurt by the transfer [12, 41].

Success in transfer learning is typically a function of the similarity between

the source problem and target problem, training time on the source problem, and

validity of the agent’s representation in both the source and target problems [25,

41]. In the ideal case, the agents representation fits both problems very well, and

knowledge is well represented for transfer. This occurs when the states seen and

actions taken are similar in both cases. We address this need with respect to this

work in Chapter 4. It is important to note that we do not explicitly create a

mapping from our source task to our target task, and the policies do not need to

be altered in any way in this work for the transfer to be successful.

To ease the search space requirements associated with an evolutionary algo-

rithm, we elected to use transfer learning as a method to allow us to train first on

a simple microcosm that models a small portion of the FCP. This also nicely acco-

modated our vehicle-centric multiagent approach; the domain that we developed

was a single-agent implementation and is described more thoroughly in Chapter 4
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In this work we use a function approximator for each agent, in the form of

a single-layer, feed-forward neural network. Such neural networks are powerful

computational tools that can serve as function approximators and have been used

in transfer learning in previous work [12,47]. These neural networks have been used

in applications as complex and diverse as computer vision, HIV therapy screening,

and coronary artery disease diagnosis [1, 7, 50].

2.6 Evolution and Coevolution

To allow the agents to adapt to their environment, in hopes of increasing the

performance of the system as a whole, we need a way to a↵ect the policies with

which the agents reason about which actions to take in whatever state they sense.

In this work, we achieve this through the use of both evolutionary algorithms, and

coevolution.

Evolutionary algorithms are a biologically-inspired computational technique in

which a population of agent policies is first randomly generated, and then tested

in some domain. After calculating a scalar measurement of an agent’s “fitness”

for each agent, those with lower fitness are replaced with slightly-altered copies of

their higher-fitness counterparts. Through this random alteration and intelligent

selection, system performance increases as the agents adapt to the domain to

maximize their fitness calculation.

Coevolutionary algorithms leverage the concept of evolution for team-based

domains. In coevolution, multiple separate populations are maintained, and are
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used in a shared simulation environment, where their fitness is evaluated based

on how well they perform an assigned task as a member of a team made up of

members from each population [42]. An evolutionary algorithm is carried out on

each population individually, such that the populations eventually produce agent

policies that are well-suited in the team-based environment, to maximize the team’s

calculated fitness.

Coevolutionary algorithms have the potential to speed up a search through

a complex space (which readily characterizes the FCP), but can often lead to

a suboptimal area of the search space [42, 47]. This can be due to the agents

learning to take a conservative strategy, being able to cooperate with a broader

range of teammates [42,43]. However, in this work we do not seek to find the global

optimum, as the system dynamics are extremely complex. Instead, we seek to find

a solution that suitably solves the problem. Using biasing techniques addressed by

Panait to boost performance toward the global optimum is a possible extension of

this work.
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Chapter 3 – Fleet Coordination Problem

“The natural formation of the country is the soldier’s

best ally; but a power of estimating the adversary, of

controlling the forces of victory, and of shrewdly calcu-

lating di�culties, dangers and distances, constitutes the

test of a great general.” - Sun Tzu

The Fleet Coordination Problem is a variant on the classic VRP that includes the

following extensions: (i) soft time windows, (ii) customer locations acting both as

depots and delivery locations, (iii) a heterogeneous fleet of vehicles, (iv) a fixed

fleet size, and (v) an agent-determined tradeo↵ between time e�ciency and fuel

e�ciency (which can be intuitively thought of as the vehicle choosing a “speed”

without much conceptual loss).

The FCP can be formally defined as:

Definition 2 : FCP The Fleet Coordination Problem (FCP) con-

sists of an allotted time T “ tt|0 § t § T
end

u, a set of customers

C “ tc1, c2, ..., cnCu in the 3-dimensional Euclidian space, a set of

nP packages P “ tp1, p2, ..., pnP u, each consisting of a set of: a

weight 0 § w
i

§ W
max

, a customer origin for the package ca
j

P C

located at �a
j

, a customer to deliver the package to, cb
j

P C, located
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at �b
j

, the beginning and end times within which the delivery must

be completed, ta
j

, tb
j

P T . Each package p
j

“ tw
j

, ca
j

, cb
j

, ta
j

, tb
j

u, must

be delivered point-to-point by one of a set of nV nonhomogeneous

vehicles V “ tv1, v2, ..., vnV u which are each described by fuel ef-

ficiency, weight, and allowed cargo weight v
i

“ t⌘
i

, w
i

,
i

u. Each

vehicle v
i

travels along each of the nK “journey legs” described by

edges connecting each customer directly to each other at a unitless

rate of travel R
k

P r1, 100s The goal is to maximize the system level

utility G, measured as a combination of the negative total fuel con-

sumed by all members of the fleet and their on-time performance

(Equation 4.6).

There are a few key points to note in this formulation, which is also described

in Algorithm 1. First, it is possible to travel from any customer c
a

to any other

customer c
b

directly. This is an abstraction of a road system, which would real-

istically pass through a customer c
c

if that customer was su�ciently close to the

straight-line path. Each trip from a customer c
a

to c
b

consists of nK “ 10 “journey

legs” (“legs” for short), regardless of the length of these legs. Agents may decide

on the tradeo↵ between fuel e�ciency and time e�ciency for each leg indepen-

dently, but the decision holds for the entire leg. This assumption was made so

that calculations would scale relative to the number of packages to be delivered,

rather than the distance travelled by the vehicles in an experimental run.

Also, the customers are not assumed to be on the Euclidian plane, and in fact

exist in a three-dimensional environment. The slope between any two customer
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locations is limited to be less than a 6% grade. This adds the complexity of uphill

and downhill travel into the decision-making required by each agent and the fuel

e�ciency calculation [54].

The fuel cost for traveling from customer c
a

to customer c
b

is characterized as

a sum over all of the k legs of the journey:

F
tot

“
nKÿ

k“1

F
elec,k

` F
req,k

(3.1)

where

F
req,k

“ ⌘
i

↵1�kp1 ` w
i

sinpS
k

qq (3.2)

F
elec,k

“ ⌘
i

↵2�kR
2
j,k

` ⌘
i

↵3�kRj,k

(3.3)

where ↵1´3 are experimental coe�cients that are held constant through experi-

mental runs, ⌘
i

are vehicle-specific fuel-e�ciency parameters, �
k

is the distance of

leg k, w
j

is the weight of truck j, S
k

is the slope of leg k, and R
j,k

is the “rate-of-

travel” of truck j over leg k [54]. This R
j,k

value can be loosely interpreted as a

speed of travel but is more accurately described as both a function of speed and

fuel e�ciency of a vehicle’s chosen route.

Intuitively, these fuel expenditure equations break down to this: Equation 3.2

calculates the minimum cost of travel between two points, which is a function of

the distance between the two points, and the slope of the road between them.

Equation 3.3 models that the vehicles may choose to move along more or less fuel
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e�cient paths (modeled by the linear term) at a more or less fuel e�cient speed

(modeled by the quadratic term) [54].

The reason for the forms of these equations follows: for any journey, there is

a physical absolute minimum fuel that has to be spent to complete the journey.

This amount of fuel for journey k is F
req

. Beyond that, due to the choice in driving

habits of the driver, and route choices by a navigator, more fuel can be spent to

get to a destination faster. This is represented by F
elec

.

This fuel consumption model is not intended to compete with the state of the

art. This model was chosen to limit computation time, while still lending a degree

of realism to the problem domain [38].

Paired with this, the rate-of-travel decisions R
j,k

also a↵ect the time of travel

between the origin and destination:

T
tot

“
nKÿ

k“1

�
k

R
j,k

(3.4)

where T
tot

is the total time it takes for the vehicle to travel from the two locations,

�
a

and �
b

. This process is shown in Algorithm 2.

It is also specifically important to note that all package deliveries must be com-

pleted; they may not be refused, and they stay in the domain until the completion

of a delivery (some methods for internet routing allow for an amount of packet loss

and design this into the approach; this is not viable for this problem domain).

Though we strove for applicability, this representation of the FCP is still a

model of reality, and cannot incorporate all facets of the real-world problem.
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Algorithm 1 FCP Execution Algorithm
for j “ 1 Ñ total packages do

�
a

– Package origin location
�
b

– Package destination
for i “ 1 Ñ total vehicles do

if vehicle i is “busy” then

Bidding agent i bids �
i,j

“ 0
else

Bidding agent i bids a value �
i,j

P r0, 1s
end if

end for

Find highest bidder : v
win

“ argmax
i

p�
i,j

q
Move v

win

to origin: Algorithm 2 (�
vi ,�a)

Increase weight of v
win

by package weight w
j

Move v
win

to destination: Algorithm 2 (�
a

,�
b

)
Decrease weight of v

win

by package weight w
j

Determine if package j was delivered within desired delivery window (Equa-
tion 4.2)

end for

Algorithm 2 Travel Algorithm
Given origin and destination locations (�

a

, �
b

)
Determine the length of each journey leg, �

k

for k “ 1 Ñ journey legs do

Select rate of travel Rpi,kq
Calculate required and elective fuel spent (Equations 3.2 and 3.3)
Calculate total fuel spent F

tot

(Equation 3.1)
Calculate time spent T

tot

(Equation 3.4)
Mark vehicle as “busy” for the time spent.

end for
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Chapter 4 – Methods and Algorithms

“The di↵erent measures suited to the nine varieties of

ground; the expediency of aggressive or defensive tactics;

and the fundamental laws of human nature: these are

things that must most certainly be studied.” - Sun Tzu

We take a vehicle centric approach, wherein agents are associated with the

vehicles; other agent-based distributed approaches are possible, with depots or

packages themselves treated as agents, but in the FCP, choosing a vehicle-centric

approach makes intuitive sense.

Because the target problem domain (the FCP, described in Chapter 3, and

portrayed in Algorithm 1) is so complex, we decompose the agent responsibilities

into two categories: (i) the movement of the vehicle from one location of another,

and (ii) the decision of which vehicle will be responsible for each package. We

explain these decisions in detail in Section 4.1. These two responsibilities are

trained on di↵erent source tasks, which are laid out in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.

4.1 Distributed Auction and Agent Populations

First, an agent must decide how much the immediate importance the vehicle

will give to speed and fuel e�ciency, respectively, in order that the vehicle might
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be mobile across the domain. This “driver” decision must be made during each

leg of each journey from a customer c
a

to c
b

, and this directly impacts both the

fuel spent on that leg, and the time spent traversing that leg (Equations 3.1-3.4).

The other agent responsibility is choosing which package pickup and delivery

events will correspond to which vehicles. To solve this portion of the problem, we

use a distributed, one-shot auction in which the highest bidder takes responsibility

for travelling to the customer at which the package originates, picking up the

package, and delivering it to its final destination. The agents each bid a value

�
i

P r0, 1s that represents how well-suited they believe their vehicle is for handling

that package.

These two tasks, though they deal with similar information — an agent must

consider the distance away from a package origin both in choosing a speed and

in choosing a bidding value — are very di↵erent decisions. To address this, we

took the split responsibilities and assigned them to two completely separate agent

groups. That is, instead of one agent being assigned to each vehicle, a team of two

agents, consisting of one “driving” agent and one “bidding” agent, is assigned to

the vehicle, to work as a team. We characterize each of these agents as a 4-input,

10-hidden unit, 1-output feed-forward neural network.

The actions of each of these agents a↵ects the performance of their teammate as

well as the system-level performance G, in turn. Because the actions taken by the

two agents are very di↵erent, however, we choose to initially train them in di↵er-

ent source environments, to leverage the maximum possible benefit from transfer

learning. These two source problems are described in the following sections.
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4.2 Evolution in Driver Source Domain

To train the driving agents, we pose the simplest possible problem, such that

the driver learns the e↵ect of its actions on the outcomes as quickly as possible.

This domain consists of a single driving agent that is placed in a location, and given

a destination and a time limit to reach the location. This serves as the smallest

possible microcosm of the FCP within which a driving agent may be trained. The

source problem that we train the driver on is detailed as follows:

Definition 3 : Driver Source Domain (DSD) A vehicle v is

placed at the location of customer c
a

, and assigned a package p
j

of weight w
j

. It must travel to the location of customer c
b

(Algo-

rithm 2), with the goals of minimizing total fuel consumed during

the journey F
tot

(Equation 3.1), and arriving before a time T
f

P T .

With only two locations, one package, and one vehicle, this embodies an ex-

tremely simple training case. The single agent makes only ten decisions (the rate

of travel for each of the nK legs of the journey1) before receiving feedback, allow-

ing for the feedback to be very specific to the individual agent and much easier to

learn compared to the target multiagent, long-term environment.

Specifically, the agent is a single-layer, feed-forward neural network that takes

as inputs the distance to the destination �pi,bq, the slope of the next leg of the

journey S
k

, a measure of “time pressure”  
j

, and the vehicle weight w
v

; and gives

1
10 was chosen as a representative value for nK. In reality, this calculation would be done in

tandem with a GPS-based routing algorithm, and could take on any integer value.
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as outputs R
j,k

, the “rate-of-travel” of the vehicle it is controlling along the kth leg

of the journey.  
j

takes on a value of 1 if the vehicle can make it to its destination

at a (unit-less) rate of travel of 752, a higher value if the vehicle is under more time

pressure for the delivery (a faster speed is necessary), and a lower value if a lower

speed would still result in an on-time delivery. This was done to give the agents

a sense of time that scaled correctly with the problem. It is roughly equivalent to

the human intuition of “being on time”, while still en route to a destination.

The agents are trained through an evolutionary algorithm, in which a popula-

tion of 100 agents is allowed to perform on the same instance of the DSD before

downselection and mutation occurs (Algorithm 3). After each agent has performed

once on a given problem instance (over the course of one generation), the problem

instance changes; this allows the agent population to experience a wide variety of

training situations to learn robust behaviors. In each generation, each agent is

assigned a fitness for generation g based on fuel spent and whether they arrived

before the prescribed time limit:

U
j,g

“ ´F
tot

´ HpgqLpjq (4.1)

where the fitness of agent j in generation g is U
j,g

, the fuel consumed on the journey

is F
tot

, Hpgq is the “handicap” assessed for arriving late and is a function of the

2
75 was chosen as a “typical” rate of travel for this calculation, merely so that vehicles could

”make up time” if necessary, at quadratic fuel cost. See Equation 3.3 for details.
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generation, and Lpjq is calculated as:

Lpjq “ maxp0, T
arrive

´ T
f

q (4.2)

which returns zero if package j was on time, or the measure of time the package

was late.

In Equation 4.1, the handicap Hpgq is initially zero, such that the agent has

an opportunity to learn the function between its actions and the fuel e�ciency

of the vehicle over the journey. Hpgq then steadily increases as g increases, so

that arriving on time becomes a higher and higher priority. As g nears the final

generation gN , the fuel e�ciency term and on-time term achieve a rough parity

in terms of importance.

The agents learn to achieve high performance on this task through an evolu-

tionary algorithm, which mimics the process of biological evolution; high-achieving

agents are very likely to survive, and lower-achieving agents are very likely to be

replaced. In this implementation, we maintain a population of 100 agents, and al-

low 20 agents to pass directly to the next generation. The best-performing member

of the population is always maintained, and 19 additional agents are selected; for

each of the 20 agents with the best fitness values, the agent is selected to survive

with probability p1´ ✏q, and a random agent is selected to survive with probability

✏ “ 0.3. The value of ✏ was chosen to encourage slower population convergence to

avoid local optima.

The 20 surviving agents serve as parents for the 80 agents created for the next
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generation. Each new agent selects a parent agent from among the survivors, and

after a step of mutation using a triangular distribution on each weight centered at

zero, with maximum and minimum deviations of ˘0.05 in the neural network is,

is entered into the population. This evolutionary algorithm process is outlined in

Algorithm 3.

4.3 Evolution in Bidder Source Domain

In a similar manner, we must form a simple source domain to train the bidding

agents. In our first iteration of this, we created a source similar to the driver

source domain, which instead placed multiple vehicles near a pickup location and

allowed the bidding agents to create bids for each vehicle. This led to unacceptable

performance: for any given delivery, bidding agents learned to bid relatively higher

for better suited vehicles, but they did not learn to create an appropriate absolute

bidding gradient. In fact, the agents trained on this BSD only utilize about 1% of

the available bidding space (�
max

´ �
min

§ 0.01). This bidding strategy did not

generalize well into the FCP.

Instead of this approach, we applied domain knowledge to create a supervised

learning problem. Distance, time, vehicle weight and road conditions between the

vehicle’s current location and the pickup location all have an impact on a vehicle’s

suitability for a delivery. We can combine these in a linear fashion to create a

target bid equation to train the population of agents. We call this equation the

Bidder Source Equation, which very simply poses a question to a bidding agent:
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of the vehicles available, placed in random locations around the package origin

location, which of them should deliver the package to its destination? In this way,

it serves as a microcosm for the FCP.

This domain is detailed below:

Definition 4 : Bidder Source Equation (BSE) We train agent

i’s bid for vehicle v (initially located at location �
i

) on package p
j

using the equation:

�
train

“ 1 ´ k1�pi,aq ´ k2Spi,aq ´ k3 j

´ k4wv

(4.3)

where �
train

is the bid, �pi,aq is the distance from the vehicle’s cur-

rent location to the package origin, Spi,aq is the average road slope

between the vehicle’s location and the package origin,  
j

is a met-

ric that characterizes the time available to make the delivery (see

Section 4.2), and w
v

is the weight of the vehicle. k1´4 are tunable

parameters. Performance is not sensitive to these parameters, except

that k1 must be significantly larger than the rest.

With this equation as the source problem, we can create a random training

instance and train directly on the error, in a case of supervised learning. That is,

the fitness U
i

of an agent i is:

U
i

“ ´|�
i

´ �
train

| (4.4)
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We allow each agent to evaluate the circumstances provided by the problem in-

stance into a bid, and then use the same evolutionary algorithm outlined in Sec-

tion 4.2 in Algorithm 3. By using the BSE, we attained bidder behaviors that used

a much larger portion of the available bidding space (�
max

´ �
min

« 0.9). This

bidding range was much more appropriate to transfer into the FCP.

The justification for the form of Equation 4.3 is as follows: from the intent

of formatting the problem in this fashion, we desire to have a high bid denote

a vehicle that is a good candidate to make the delivery, and a low bid denote a

vehicle that is a poor candidate. Utilizing the entire bidding range is desirable.

A vehicle that is further from the pickup location is a worse choice for a delivery

than one closer; a vehicle that travels uphill to get to a delivery is a worse choice

than one travelling downhill; one that must rush to get to the pickup location on

time is a worse choice than one that has ample time; and a heavier vehicle is a

poorer choice than a lighter one. That is, in general, a vehicle that has to spend

less fuel on a delivery is a better choice to make that delivery.

We chose to model this with a simple linear equation because it was the sim-

plest possible case that provided all of these desired traits. Note that during the

evolutionary process in the target domain, the bidders are free to stray from this

initial bidding bias, if it increases their fitness measure.
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4.4 Coevolution in Target Domain

The agent populations, trained first in their source domains (the DSD and

BSE), are then put into use in the target domain, the FCP. We choose to keep the

two populations of agents separated, calculating their fitness with the same metric

in each experiment, but allowing them to be evolved separately. By allowing this,

and by randomly pairing the agents together in each problem instance together,

we employ the concept of coevolution.

In the experiments conducted for this work, a set of 10 trucks is assigned

to service 25 customers for a series of 1000 package delivery events. For each

generation, we draw 10 agents from each population that have not yet been used

in the current generation, pair them randomly, and assign the teams of agents

associated with vehicle i fitness values based either on their local utility L
i

, or the

global system utility G. We calculate L
i

as the negative sum of all fuel spent by

that vehicle, plus a positive term for each package delivered on-time.

L
i

“
nPÿ

j“1

I
i

pjqr´Fptot,jq ´ HLpjq ` �s (4.5)

where nP is the total number of packages in the problem instance, I
i

pjq is a function

that indicates whether vehicle i was the maximum bid for package j, Fptot,jq is the

total fuel expended delivering package j, H is the constant handicap coe�cient for

a late delivery, Lpjq is calculated by Equation 4.2, and � is a constant “bonus” for

making a delivery.

Because fuel costs are always a negative value, without the positive bonus for
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delivering a package, the agents quickly learn to bid low so that another agent

might have to make the delivery, making the first agent earn zero fitness for that

delivery event, while the other incurs the negative cost. This increases the fitness

of the first agent at a cost to the system level performance. Conversely, if � is set

too high, all agents bid very high for every delivery, because the fuel costs incurred

are dwarfed by the bonus received for completing the delivery. When set at a value

that is not near these two extremes, however, the system performance is not too

sensitive to this parameter. In a more detailed future implementation, this could

be easily set to correspond to the value of the delivery to the carrier company,

however, in this implementation, by keeping the delivery reward constant we are

able to leave it out of the global reward calculation.

We calculate the global system utility G as the sum of all local utilities, without

the bonuses (�):

G “
nVÿ

i“1

rL
i

s ´ pnP q� (4.6)

At the system level we are concerned with the sum total of fuel spent and

delivering packages on time; the package delivery bonuses merely add a constant

to the global reward, which does not a↵ect learning. Because all of the agents are

scored on the overall fuel consumption, they learn not to shy from taking a package

that they are well-suited to deliver, making the bonus term unnecessary. The

on-time delivery term remains, because this is a matter of concern to a truckload-

hauling carrier: having a high on-time-percentage can be a selling point in attaining

new contracts, and by changing the H term in Equation 4.5, we can potentially
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cause the agents to make many hard-time deliveries (high H) or many soft-time

deliveries (H low). This G term will always evaluate to be negative; the agents

strive to maximize the system utility, thus minimizing the fuel spent to make a

delivery on time.

4.5 Approximation and Partial Transfer

In order to show that our approach to solving the FCP is not brittle to changes

in experimental parameters or small changes in procedure, we choose to demon-

strate results on two additional forms of complication. First, we pose a situation

in which none of the drivers are trained in any source problem, while bidders are

trained in the BSE. In the target problem, coevolution is allowed to proceed as

normal.

Additionally, to demonstrate that a variety of function approximators could be

suitable for this solution strategy, we replace the sigmoid function in the neural

network we used with a gross approximation which requires far less computational

power: a 3-piece linear function:

fpxq “

$
’’’’&

’’’’%

0 : x † ´2

0.25x ` 0.5 : ´2 § x § 2

1 : x ° 2

(4.7)

The training of the network and weights remained the same, but for the en-

tire training process from source to target, the piecewise linear function was used
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instead of the sigmoid. Note that though this function is not di↵erentiable, we

do not use a gradient-based approach in this work; evolution still functions us-

ing this approximation by mutating the weights associated with the networks and

evaluating fitness.

4.6 Verification of Optimality in Simple Conditions

Finally, we wished to show that our approach is both (i) able to discover the

optimal policy in a case where we can verify the optimal policy, and (ii) that it

scales well with the complexity of the problem instance.

To show the former, we create a problem instance where two clusters of cities

are separated by a large distance, and each has one truck to service it. This allows

us to directly calculate the optimum fuel expenditures, and compare this with the

performance of our solution technique outlined above.

To show that our approach scales better than an alternative metaheuristic, we

implemented two types of simulated annealing algorithms:

• Centralized Simulated Annealing: In this algorithm, a centralized controller

keeps a list of assignments that pairs each package uniquely with the vehicle

responsible for it, and another centralized lookup table that determines the

rate of travel that any vehicle should take based on a discretization of its

state.

• Distributed Simulated Annealing: In this, each vehicle keeps a list of package

priorities, where each package is given a unique priority in the range [1,nP ],
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and in a manner similar to the one-shot auction used in our neural-network

solution methodology, the vehicle with the highest priority takes responsi-

bility for the package. Additionally, each vehicle keeps a lookup table that

determines the rate of travel the vehicle will take based on a discretization

of its state.

We show in Section ?? that both our method and these metaheuristics discover

the optimal policy in the simple case, and that in the more complex FCP instance

used for the bulk of our results, we attain better performance with the coevolving

populations of neural networks and transfer learning, with a reduced number of

parameters.
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Algorithm 3 Evolutionary Process
Initialize 100 population members of neural networks with small weights.
for g “ 1 Ñ end generation do

Simulation Step (varies with domain)
DSD: Simulate DSD @ agents i (Section 4.2)
or
BSE: Calculate �

i

@ agents i (Equation 4.3, Section 4.3)
or
FCP: Choose nV agents at random, perform FCP (Algorithm 1); Repeat
until all agents have participated once.

Fitness Step

Calculate fitness of all agents: U
i,g

@ i (Equations 4.1, 4.4, 4.5 or 4.6)
Sort agents from highest to lowest fitness

Selection Step (select 20 survivors)
set counter “ 20
set survive

i

“ 0 @ i
for z “ 1 Ñ 20 do

(select high-fitness survivors)
With probability p1 ´ ✏q,
counter – counter ´ 1
and set survive

i

“ 1
end for

for z “ 1 Ñ counter do

(select random survivors)
Select a random agent j with survive

j

““ 0
Set survive

j

“ 1
end for

Mutation Step (repopulate to 100 agents)
for Z “ 1 Ñ total agents do

if survive
Z

““ 0 then

Select a parent network Y where survive
Y

““ 1
Set all weights of Z – weights of Y
Mutate all weights using triangular distribution of mean 0, maximum and
minimum change ˘0.05

end if

end for

end for
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Chapter 5 – Results and Discussion

“Thus it is that in war the victorious strategist only seeks

battle after the victory has been won, whereas he who

is destined to defeat first fights and afterwards looks for

victory.” - Sun Tzu

In this work, we compare the results of various solution strategies on a series of

30 randomly-generated instances of the FCP, with a fleet of 10 vehicles serving 25

customer locations, over a course of 1000 package deliveries. In bidder traning, we

used values of tk1, k2, k3, k4u “ t0.6, 0.1, 0.1, 0.2u. These values were chosen simply

to represent that, while the other values hold some importance, the most important

consideration in deciding on delivery rights is physical proximity (one would not

re-route a truck in New York for a pickup in Los Angeles), which corresponds to

k1. We created a time scale long enough that the package congestion would be low,

keeping the problem instance di�culty on the low end of those available through

the FCP, and allowing all deliveries to be completed while limiting vehicles to

carrying out one delivery at a time. We chose to use di↵erent problem instances

for our statistical trials to show the robustness in our methods and results. For

each statistical run, the same problem instance was used for all methods tested,

and reported global system utility G was normalized with respect to the mean of

the first generation of all trials, except full transfer learning. This was done to
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allow comparison across statistical trials, and to emphasize that the global system

utility G is a unit-less quantity that represents a combination of the fleet’s fuel

consumption and on-time performance (Equation 4.6). Error is reported as the

standard deviation of the mean,1 and in many cases is smaller than the symbols

used to plot. To validate our distributed approach to the novel FCP presented

in Chapter 3, we desired to compare the e↵ect of using a local fitness evaluation

pU
i

“ L
i

q and a global fitness calculation pU
i

“ Gq for coevolution in the FCP, and

testing these baseline measurements against the use of full transfer learning, using

both DSD and BSE source environments. Additionally, we wish to demonstrate

that our approach is not brittle to lost information or approximations, and compare

these results to the baseline cases. We show results in the following scenarios:

1. No transfer learning with fitness calculated through local and global utilities

(Section 5.1)

2. Full transfer learning with global and local fitness during coevolution (Sec-

tion 5.2)

3. Partial transfer learning (Section 5.3)

4. Transfer learning using a linear approximation of a sigmoid (Section 5.4)

5. Impact of driver training length (Section 5.5)

6. Impact of simulated tra�c (Section 5.6)

7. Simulated annealing and scaling (Section 5.7)

1
The deviation of the mean for N statistical runs is calculated as

�?
N
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5.1 Learning From Scratch

First, as a validation of our approach and methodology for the FCP, we com-

pared the results of training the agents in the target FCP from scratch, with

no transfer learning, against the use of full transfer learning from both source

problems, as outlined in Chapter 4. Figure 5.1 shows these results, which show

a substantial gain in system performance over the training period, regardless of

whether the local or global training signal was used. This is because of the strong

coupling between the two calculations, as the global utility G is formulated as a

sum of local rewards L
i

, with a constant term subtracted (Equation 4.6).
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of agents evolved in the FCP using as their fitness evalua-
tion: G, the global system utility (upper, dotted line); L

i

(lower, solid line). Note
that in 300 generations, both fitness calculations lead to improvement in system
performance.
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5.2 Full Transfer Learning

We note that the full transfer learning case shown in Figure 5.2 thoroughly

outperforms learning from scratch, with initial performance that is within 10%

of the best converged performance of any algorithm tested. It is important to

note here that the computation time for the full transfer learning case is roughly

the same as 5 additional generations of training time in the FCP (as the source

problems are much simpler). Full transfer learning, using both the DSD and BSE

source domains to train the driver and bidder agents, is extremely e↵ective in the

FCP, and results of comparable quality can be obtained in only 10% of the training

time required, when compared to learning from scratch. All of these results hold

true whether the local utility L
i

or global utility G is used for the fitness evaluation

calculation, as the resulting performance is nearly identical.

5.3 Partial Transfer Learning

We also show that our methodology in this work is robust to potential failures.

First, we pose a scenario in which we allow the bidders to be trained on their

source problem, but force the driving agents to learn from scratch in the FCP

target environment: only one of the two agent populations benefits from transfer

learning.

As seen in Figure 5.3 we still see some benefits both in initial performance

(„10%) and in learning speed in both the local and global reward cases. Because

of the simpler mapping from actions taken to fitness calculation (the bidders are
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Figure 5.2: Performance in the FCP of agents coevolved solely in the FCP (lower
lines with square markers) against agents evolved in separate source domains trans-
ferred into the FCP (upper lines with triangle markers). Note that the two full-
transfer learning cases overlap significantly, and the boost in performance persists
over 300 generations. Approximate computing time for the source problems in the
full transfer cases was approximately 5 generations on this scale.

taking reasonable actions, instead of random ones as they would when learning

from scratch), noise is e↵ectively removed from the fitness calculation and the rate

of performance increase is improved. The driving agents are able to learn to take

reasonable actions before the bidding agents diverge from making good decisions

because of the reward signals received in the FCP. It is important to note that in

all of these cases, the driving agents and bidding agents are always receiving the

same reward.

When we perform the same experiment in reverse, allowing the driving agents

to use transfer learning, while forcing the bidding agents to start learning from

scratch, we see performance that is almost at the level of full transfer learning:
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Figure 5.3: Experimental results in the FCP using three forms of transfer learning:
no transfer (bottom, blue and red), full transfer (top, triangles), and bidder-only
transfer learning (middle, green and black) which could correspond to an informa-
tion loss scenario. Note that the full transfer learning cases overlap each other.

in the tested instances of the FCP, the drivers are capable of wasting far more

fuel than poorly assigned bids, due to the quadratic portion of fuel cost calcu-

lation. These results were omitted from Figure 5.3 for readability. In higher

package-congestion cases, we expect that the bidding agents would have a stronger

contribution to overall system performance.

5.4 Transfer Learning with Linear Approximations

Finally, we examine whether the neural network function approximation (which,

with its many embedded sigmoids, can be very computationally expensive) is

strictly necessary for our methods to work in the FCP domain. We replace the

sigmoid function in each of these calculations with a 3-piece linear function with
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Figure 5.4: Experimental results in the FCP using bidder transfer learning and
coevolving on the global system utility G or local agent utility L

i

. Because of the
relatively simple problem instance, a neural network using a linear function as an
approximation of the sigmoid itself actually outperformed the full-accuracy neural
network.

the same slope as the sigmoid at zero, seen in Equation 4.7.

In Figure 5.4, we show that using the linear approximation of the sigmoid in the

FCP with bidder transfer learning actually leads to better system performance than

using the neural network itself, converging to similar performance more than 100

generations faster. This is potentially due to the simpler mapping between inputs

and outputs (thus being easier to learn), or that it is easier for the linear network

to attain outputs that are closer to the extremes of zero and one respectively,

possibly resulting in a simpler representation that still allows an ability to choose

minimum or maximum speeds, in appropriate situations. Here, it is important to

note that the neural network using sigmoids itself is a function approximator, and

the linear piecewise functions simplify this approximation.
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Because the particular problem instance of the VRP shown is low-congestion

enough, the linear function is able to embody all necessary information for treat-

ment of this problem. In more congested problem instances, we expect that this

would not be the case, and that the neural network using sigmoids would begin

to outperform the linear approximation at some level of problem complexity or

congestion.

5.5 Impact of Driver Training Time

Another matter of interest within this work is the impact that the training time

in the driver source domain has on the initial performance in the FCP. We note

that in the results shown thus far (Sections 5.1–5.3), there is a clear advantage to

training in the driver source domain, but the question then becomes “How much

is enough?”

To answer this question we conducted another series of experiments, wherein

we trained the driver in the driver source domain (Section 4.2) for between 0 and

100 generations, and the bidder in the bidder source equation (Section 4.3) for

100 generations in each case. We then allowed the partially-trained driver and

trained bidder to work together in the first generation of the FCP, and recorded

the results, which are reported in Figure 5.5.

Benefits in initial performance are greater-than-linear for the first 30 gener-

ations, before diminishing returns causes the performance increase to taper o↵.

After 70 training generations in the driver source domain, the initial performance
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in the FCP is as high as was seen during these trials. The initial performance

decrease seen after 70 generations could be a artifact of a phenomenon known as

“overtraining” in which a neural network trained on similar data for too long may

lose generalization power. It could also be due to the fact that as the drivers learn

to be more and more e�cient with their individual fuel expenditures, they take

longer to complete deliveries, possibly causing another vehicle to take a longer

route to complete a delivery that they might otherwise be available to conduct.

Even through training the driver agents on the DSD for 100 generations, the
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Figure 5.5: Initial performance in the FCP as a function of training generations
allowed in the Driver Source Domain. In each case the bidder was trained for 100
generations on the Bidder Source Equation before the initial FCP performance
was measured. The performance gain increases steadily for the first 70 genera-
tions, after which the benefits of transfer learning have been realized. After this,
there is a small dip in performance, possibly caused by the neural network agents
overtraining on the source domain. It is extremely important to note that training
generations in this figure represent a very small fraction of the computation time
required for a training generation in any other figure (the scales di↵er).
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computation time is an order of magnitude less than training for 100 additional

generations on the FCP, due to the simplicity of the DSD problem formulation;

computation time for a single generation in the DSD is about 5% of that in the FCP,

so training first in the DSD is extremely beneficial for total training computation

time.

5.6 Simulated Tra�c

Finally, we wish to examine the impact that an imperfect roadway system has

on our algorithms. To simulate tra�c and congestion on the roadways, for each

leg of a journey we simply draw a random number ⇠ from a one-sided (positive)

triangular distribution, ranging from r0,⌅s. This ⇠ acts on the vehicles in two

ways: first, it slows down the rate of travel pR
i,k

– p1 ´ ⇠q ˚ R
i,k

q, and second, it

increases the fuel consumption pF
tot

– p1 ` ⇠q ˚ F
tot

q.

Figure 5.6 shows that as the average tra�c increases, system performance both

degrades, and becomes more volatile. This is to be expected with such noise added

to the system. It is important to note, however, that the agents allowed use transfer

learning perform better in the presence of this increased noise than the agents that

are not allowed to train first on the simple problem domains.

This problem formulation is di�cult for agents to solve; agents will take thou-

sands of actions before being assigned a fitness evaluation, and the actual e↵ect

of their actions is not deterministic. This adds learnability problems onto the

already-noisy global fitness evaluation. The agents without transfer learning are
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Figure 5.6: Converged FCP performance after 300 generations of full transfer learn-
ing (top blue circles) and no transfer learning (bottom red squares) as a function
of tra�c congestion, over 30 statistical runs. This congestion was drawn from a
one-sided triangular distribution with range r0,⌅s, and serves to simultaneously in-
crease fuel consumption and decrease rate of travel. Agents using transfer learning
see benefits as the congestion increases.

initially being evaluated for survival based on random actions taken in a noisy en-

vironment, which could lead to the culling of policies that might otherwise prove

promising. The agents that used transfer learning, however, start with policies that

significanlty outperform random. This means the evolutionary algorithm does not

have the additional noise added by the randomly seeded actions on top of the noise

created by the tra�c. In short, the transfer learning allows for a clean enough ini-

tial signal that the algorithm is able to learn through the noise introduced by the
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tra�c, as long as the tra�c distribution mean remains low enough.

5.7 Validation vs. Optimal Solution and Simulated Annealing

Finally, to validate our approach to breaking the problem down in this partic-

ular manner and addressing it with our solution strategy, we chose to look at a

metaheuristic under two cases of the FCP for comparison. First, we attempted to

apply two simulated annealing strategies (one centralized, one distributed, outlined

in section 4.6) to the full FCP, to compare against our results. Because this works

on a time scale that is di↵erent from generations, we do not show the learning

graphs, and instead summarize the converged results in Table 5.1.

We attempted to tune the parameters appropriately to the problem, and even-

tually found that the best performance actually occurred by choosing only a single

Name Parameters Mean Converged G
Full Transfer: Local 1220 -0.6088
Full Transfer: Global 1220 -0.6090
Linear Approximation: Global 1220 -0.6093
Linear Approximation: Local 1220 -0.6098
Bidder Transfer: Local 1220 -0.6166
Bidder Transfer: Global 1220 -0.6167
No Transfer: Local 1220 -0.6579
No Transfer: Global 1220 -0.6316
Centralized Simulated Annealing 1001 -0.8243
Distributed Simulated Annealing 10010 -0.8616

Table 5.1: Comparison in the full FCP of parameters required for each type of
solution strategy in the as well as the converged solution quality achieved by each
method.
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speed at which each vehicle will travel. Beyond this, the algorithm ran into di�cul-

ties with changing values that were not used in a particular experimental iteration,

that changed results in future iterations — that is, though a particular state might

not be visited in an experimental iteration, the changes to the lookup table that

are involved with that state might be saved to a di↵erent value. This, along with

determining the correct cooling schedule, posed significant di�culties in gaining

any traction in the problem. The best performance we found over a number of

trials involved the single speed value for all states, removing the possibility of

un-visited state information from changing.

Additionally, to verify that our solution strategy is providing acceptable results,

we look at a simplified case of the FCP, compared to the one used for all other

experiments.

In this case, the fleet consists of 2 trucks serving 4 customer locations over

a course of 10 package deliveries. These deliveries are spaced out temporally so

that the ideal solution is to travel at the minimum allowable speed. The customer

locations are initialized spatially in two pairs; travelling from one city to its paired

city requires a minimum fuel expenditure of 1, while travelling between the pairs

requires an expenditure of 100. Each package’s pickup and delivery points are

opposite cities within a pair, at all points. The two trucks are initialized at cities

in opposite pairs, at the site of the first pickup location, and the package origin

city swaps for each new package.

Thus, it becomes immediately obvious that the correct response is for each

truck to remain within its own pair, conducting all of these package deliveries
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at the minimum rate of travel. This will lead to an exact solution of nP fuel

expenditures, and no late package deliveries.

These results show that both our proposed solution method utilizing distributed

neural network agents and transfer learning, as well as the simulated annealing ap-

proach, discover a near-optimal solution in a simple case in which we can calculate

the optimal. However, as shown in Table 5.1, simulated annealing begins to break

down as hte problem complexity increases, while our solution techniques remain

robust to the more complex problem. We do not make any claims of optimality in

the more complex instance, and merely claim that our results are favorable.

It is also important to note that we attain better performance with more param-

eters due to the nature of our solution strategy: instead of attempting to directly

assign the packages to di↵erent vehicles, we are using a function approximator. It

is possible that a less complex neural network could attain similar results.

Name Parameters Mean Converged Fuel Costs
Exact n/a 10
Full Transfer: Global 244 10.0005
Centralized Simulated Annealing 11 10.0000
Distributed Simulated Annealing 21 10.0001

Table 5.2: Comparison in a very simplified FCP environment of the parameters
required by each solution method and final converged fuel costs for each solution.
Note that in this simplified case, all methods converge to very near the optimal
solution.
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Chapter 6 – Conclusion

“The clever combatant looks to the e↵ect of combined

energy, and does not require too much from individuals.”

- Sun Tzu

In this work we have proposed the novel combination of VRP variations into the

Fleet Coordination Problem domain. We proposed an adaptive solution strategy

that leverages benefits from the fields of multiagent systems for decentralization,

neural networks for function approximation, neuro-evolution for agent training,

transfer learning for boosting initial performance and maintaining policy applica-

bility over problem instances, and coevolution for simplifying the agent responsi-

bilities and maintaining the ability for agents to retain their skills in addressing

these di↵erent responsibilities in the FCP.

Though we trained on two simple source domains before placing agents in the

FCP target domain, even after coevolving the agents on the combined FCP, we can

still transfer this experience through a direct policy transfer, by maintaining the

agents’ policies and only changing the problem instance. Our experimental meth-

ods suggest that we can very easily take agent populations trained in one FCP

and transfer their knowledge to an FCP of similar complexity with success, and

work in the near future includes transferring agent experience from a simple FCP

to a more complex, congested FCP instance. The FCP parameters for vehicles,
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packages, time, and customers in this work were chosen such that a suitable solu-

tion could definitely be found; problem di�culty can be increased by decreasing

available resources to work with, or increasing demand. We expect that this “stair

step” method of training agents may provide better performance in complex FCP

instances than transferring straight from the original source problem to the final

target problem, or learning from scratch. We seek to discover the properties of an

FCP instance that cannot be successfully learned from scratch, but which is still

solvable using transfer learning.

It would be interesting to delve further into the way that tra�c is incorporated

in this work: using time-of-day-dependent tra�c levels, representing rush hour,

or having higher mean tra�c or variabilities in urban areas o↵er a number of

interesting possibilities for expansion.

Additionally, we wish to frame the FCP as a multi-objective problem, and incor-

porate multi-objective metrics into our treatment of the problem, including fitness

shaping techniques to assist the agents in discerning their particular contribution

to the system as a whole.
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